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ABSTRACT
Tracking of fingers image on omnidirection camera has

been investigated which aims at developing of human
friendly interface using fingers’ gesture. Where the way
of using the omnidirection camera is different from a nor-
mal usage in which the user holds the camera with his/her
fingers and move them. The interface can use the motion of
the fingers to establish a communication between the user
and computer system in human friendly way. To achieve
this, it is necessary for the system to track the fingers in
the dynamic image of omnidirection camera. We have em-
ployed CONDENSATION algorithm for the tracking. The
algorithm uses pre-defined shape of finger called template,
and estimates the parameters of affine transformation to ad-
just the template to the image. The estimation is performed
with many number of particles where each particle has an
realization of the affine parameters. Applying three steps
called prediction, observation, and selection, we have up-
dated particles which approximates a posteriori distribution
of the affine parameters given the image sequence up to cur-
rent time. Real image experiments show the performance
of the tracking method.
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1 Introduction

Recent technologies allow us to use various small sensors
for human-machine interfaces. Vision sensor is one of the
most promising ways of sensing since it is possible to use
natural gesture of human to communicate with the com-
puter system through the image. There are many interesting
topics to be investigated with vision sensor, and the related
field of computer vision is still challenging. Among them,
we focus on omnidirection camera and its special use as
follows.

There is a research that uses omnidirection camera as
a new human-machine interface with finger gesture [1]. It
proposes to use the omnidirection camera in different way,
i.e., holding it with fingers as shown in figure 1. Figure 2
shows typical image frames obtained by the omnidirection

camera using in this way.

To achieve the interface using the fingers’ image of
omnidirection camera, it is necessary to know the state
of the fingers, such as position, angle, and their motion
speeds. For this purpose, we propose to use CONDEN-
SATION algorithm [4], which is suit for tracking the ob-
ject with known shape. In the CONDENSATION algo-
rithm, the typical shape is pre-defined and its affine trans-
formation is applied to the image. Thus we estimate the
affine parameter to know the object’s shape on the image.
For this estimation, the CONDENSATION algorithm ef-
fectively uses many realizations of the parameters, which
are called ’samples’ or ’particles’.

In the rest of this paper, we formulate the problem in
mathematical model for fingers tracking where the num-
ber of fingers is assumed to the known and fixed. After
explaining the CONDENSATION algorithm, we will show
the results of experiments with fingers 1, 2, and 3.

Figure 1. A new way to use omnidirection camera with fin-
gers aimed at human friendly interface; gripping the cam-
era with fingers. There are typical ways of motions; ro-
tation of fingers (denoted by circulated arrow), sliding the
fingers (denoted by line arrow), motion of each finger and
tapping of a finger.



Figure 2. Typical image frames obtained by omnidirection
camera with fingers. Upper-left:begin with three fingers,
upper-right:changed to two fingers, lower-left:four fingers,
and lower-right:three fingers again. Tapping of finger is
also a typical motion of fingers.

2 Model

2.1 Finger state

Figure 3 illustrates how a finger reflects to the omnidirec-
tion camera image. We model the finger image based on
this figure. That is, fingers are assumed to have typical
shape as shown in the figure, and each finger reflecting to
the image is identified by its position

�
, width � , length � ,

and inclination � . Collection of these parameters form a
state vector of a finger����� �
	 � 	 � 	 ���� (1)

We put index of finger for the state vector such as��� with � ��� 	���	�������	�� with
�

be the number of fingers
(fixed and known in this paper). We also put discrete time
index � ��� 	���	������ for each state vector � � , such as � ���  ,
to represent time evolution of the state.

For the time evolution of the fingers, we are supposed
to have few knowledge, i.e., fingers are smoothly moving
and motion of fingers are mutually independent. Then the
model for the time evolution is written in a stochastic dif-
ference equation �����  !�"�����  �#%$'&)(����  (2)

where (*���  is random vector called ’system noise’, which
represents our lack of knowledge for the evolution. Typ-
ically, Gaussian distribution with zero mean and diagonal
covariance is assumed to the system noise term. Alterna-
tively, we can represent the time evolution in a way of con-
ditional density form�����  ,+ �.- �0/ �����  �#%$�1  (3)

Then, all fingers’ state is represented by a collection
of the state vectors2  !�3� �*$��  	 �546�  	������6	 �578�  �:9; (4)

The time evolution for all fingers is also represented in a
form of stochastic difference equation2  � 2  �#%$ &=<  (5)

with <  �?>0( 9$��  ( 946�  	������6	 ( 978�  �@ , and in a form of condi-

tional density 2  ,+ �.- �0/ 2  �#5$�1  (6)

with �.- 2  / 2  �#%$ 1A�CB 7�ED*$ �.- � ���  / � ���  �#%$ 1 .

Figure 3. Modeling of finger in omnidirection camera im-
age. ’O’ is the center of omnidirection camera image.

2.2 Likelihood

Typical shape of tracking object is assumed and it is repre-
sented by a template in CONDENSATION algorithm [4].
In our method for fingers tracking, the template for finger is
defined as shown in figure 4. Where F �G��H control points
are place at certain positions of the outline of the finger,
and line segments to measure the image are placed on each
control point.

Let I  be the image at time � . For a given finger state
at time � , 2  , we translate the template according to each
finger state � ���  ( � �J� 	���	������6	K� ) and put them on the
image I  . Then we obtain intensity functions of the image
along with the line segments of the translated templates,
such that for L -th control point of � -th finger,M�N �  -PO
Q �����  R1 (7)



In (7), S represents the position on the line segment of T -th
control point with its origin be at the position of the control
point and the axis be directed to the outward of the finger
shape of the template.

Figure 4. Template of finger used in CONDENSATION al-
gorithm. Curve denotes the outline of finger, circles denote
the control points, and each line crossing the circle denotes
the line segment. There are UGVXW�Y control points.

By taking 1st difference of the intensity function (7)
and extracting the large difference position nearest to the
origin, we have observation of the outline of the finger
along with the line segments. We denote them byZ\[�] ^ V3_ Sa` ] [�] ^�b Sdc ] [�] ^\b�e�e�e6b SEf ] [�] ^�g (8)

for h -th finger at time i . Note that (13) is actually depend-
ing on the state j [�] ^ since it uses eq.(7).

Observation model is represented by observation den-
sity kml;Son along with each line segment. Then, likelihood
function of h -th finger is derived from the observation
model as p l Z�[�] ^�q j [�] ^ nsr ftuKv ` kml;S u ] [�] ^ n (9)

under mutually independence assumptions for the observa-
tion densities of line segments. Typically for the observa-
tion density k*lPS�n , we use symmetrically trimmed version
of Gaussian distribution such as

kml;S8wKx c b�y nsz"xm{ `}|�~��,�8��������� S c bKy c������ x c\� (10)

with x c be variance, and � y be the maximum lenght of the
line segment.

Likelihood function for all fingers are the product of
that of each finger under mutually independence assump-
tion p l;� ^ q � ^ nAr p l�� ^ q � ^ nsV��t[ v `

p l Z [�] ^ q j [�] ^ n (11)

with � ^ V�_ Z ` ] ^�b�Z c ] ^�b�e�e�e6b�Z � ] ^�g . Note that the likelihood
(11) is highly complex due to the nonlinearlity involved in
the observation scheme.

3 Estimation

The objective is to estimate the fingers’ state based on the
image sequence. It is performed in a framework of state
estimation with two densities in previous section, that is,
(6) be the system density and (11) be the observation den-
sity. The task of state estimation is to obtain a posteriori
density kml ��^�q ��`�� ^ n where we have used a special notation� `�� ^ r�l;� ` b � c b�e�e�e � ^ n .

We need to use an approximation method to achieve
this task since it has no closed-form solution due to
the complex likelihood function. As the approximation
method, we have employed CONDENSATION algorithm
[4]. It is a special case of particle filters, which is a special
class of Sequential Monte Carlo method [2] into the context
of optimal filtering. Similar algorithms have been proposed
in different names, such as Bootstrap filter [3], and Monte
Carlo filter [5].

The key idea of these algorithms is to approximate
the posterior by many samples according to the distribu-
tion. When the new observation becomes available, the al-
gorithm updates the set of particles based on three steps;
prediction, observation, and selection.

3.1 Initialization

Let the initial particles be � ����������} � v ` , where ¡ is the num-

ber of particles. The initial particles approximates the given
initial distribution k*l � � q � � � � n .
3.2 Iteration

Starting from the initial particles and letting iX¢£V¤W , the
update proceeds with three steps below, followed by time
increment i¥¢£VCi§¦¨W ;
3.2.1 Prediction Step

Firstly, in the prediction step, we draw particles at current
time i by ©�������^«ª h.l e0q �������^ { ` n (12)

for ¬V®W b � b�e�e�e6b ¡ . Note that � ©�������^ �  � v ` approximates

one-step-ahead prediction distribution k*l �¯^�q ��`K� ^ { `�n .
3.2.2 Observation Step

Next, in the observation step, calculate likelihood value for
each particle ° �����^ z p l ©�������^ q � ^ n (13)



with normalization such that ±C²³�´*µ}¶A· ³�¸¹ º » . Calcu-
lated (13) for ¼ º½»�¾�¿�¾�À�À�À6¾�Á . Then we obtain particles

weighted by the likelihood, ÂÄÃ'ÅÆ · ³�¸¹Ç¾ ¶A· ³�¸¹ÉÈAÊ ²³�´mµ which ap-

proximate the posterior distribution Ë*Ì Æ ¹�Í Î µKÏ ¹RÐ .
3.2.3 Selection Step

Finally, in the selection step, a procedure so-called resam-
pling is done, which is Á repetition of sampling with re-
placement with probability ¶'· ³�¸¹ for particle ÅÆ · ³�¸¹ . It can be
formally written by

Æ · ³�¸¹«º
ÑÒÒÒÒÓ ÒÒÒÒÔ
ÅÆ · µÕ¸¹ with prob. ¶ · µÕ¸¹ÅÆ ·�Ö ¸¹ with prob. ¶ ·�Ö ¸¹

...
...ÅÆ · ² ¸¹ with prob. ¶ · ² ¸¹

(14)

Then we have a new set of Á particles Â Æ · ³�¸¹×Ê ²³�´*µ which

also approximates the posterior distribution Ë*Ì Æ ¹�Í Î µKÏ ¹RÐ .
3.3 Calculation of the estimate

According to the algorithm above, we obtain a set of par-
ticles which approximate the posterior distribution. To use
the result in engineering purpose including the human in-
terface that we are considering, we need to calculate the es-
timate value from the approximated distribution. For this,
we employ the average of the distribution such that

ØÆ ¹ º »Á ²Ù ³�´*µ Æ · ³�¸¹ÇÚ (15)

4 Experiments

We have conducted three experiments with fingers Û ºÜ» ,¿ , and Ý . For all experiment, conditions for estimation are
as follows; the number of particles is ÁÞº�»\¾Kß�ß\ß , obser-
vation noise variance is à Ö º?¿�á , with trimming lengthâ º Ý�à . For system noises, mutually independent Gaus-
sian distributions with variances ã Öä ºåá�Ú ß , ã Öæ ºç»�Ú ß ,ã Öè ºé»�Ú ß , and ã Öê ºë¿�Ú ß are used. The initial distribu-
tions are as follows; For ì , í=Ì Øì ¾Kß�¾�á Ð with

Øì be obtained
manually from the initial image is used. For î and ï ,
uniform distributions ð�ñ îóò ³�ô ¾ îõòÄö�÷aø and ð�ñ ï8ò ³�ô ¾ ï8òÄö�÷Rø
with îÄò ³�ô ºù»Eß , îÄòÄö�÷ º Ý ß and ï8ò ³�ô ºÜ¿aß , ï8òõö6÷ º�ú\ß
are used. For û , í=Ì ß
¾Õü Öê Ð with ü Ö ê º Ý Ú ß is used.

Results are shown in figure 5, 6, and 7. In each fig-
ure, control points and template, which are calculated based
on eq.(15), are written over the original image for specific
frames (shown in captures). Looking at the figures, we can
see that mostly correct trackings are obtained.

5 Conclusion

We have proposed a tracking model of fingers in omnidi-
rection camera image, which is a special use of omnidirec-
tion camera holding it with fingers aiming at a new human
friendly user interface using fingers image. The model is
currently for fixed and known number of fingers. Four vari-
ables, i.e., position, width, length, and inclination of fin-
ger are the parameters to be estimated for one finger. For
the estimation of the parameters, we have proposed to use
CONDENSATION algorithm [4], which is a special case
of sequential Monte Carlo [2], or it is called ’particle fil-
ters’. The experimental results shows the performance of
the proposed method.

In future works, we will extend the method available
for variable number of fingers. Incorporation of the non-
linear equation of the mirror of the omnidirection camera
is necessary to achieve more accurate performance of the
tracking. On line implementation of the algorithm is also
important for our purpose, which is to develop a new hu-
man friendly interface using the finger images.
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Figure 5. Tracking result for one finger case. Upper left: 1st frame, upper right: 26th frame, lower left: 51st frame, and lower
right: 76th frame.

Figure 6. Tracking result for two fingers case. Upper left: 1st frame, upper right: 26th frame, lower left: 51st frame, and lower
right: 76th frame.



Figure 7. Tracking result for three fingers case. Upper left: 1st frame, upper right: 26th frame, lower left: 51st frame, and lower
right: 76th frame.


